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Abstract

What kinds of instructional prompts are eas-001
ier to follow for Language Models (LMs)?002
We study this question by conducting ex-003
tensive empirical analysis that shed light on004
important features of successful instructional005
prompts. We propose several reframing tech-006
niques for model designers to manually cre-007
ate more effective prompts. Some exam-008
ples include decomposing a complex task in-009
struction into multiple simpler tasks or item-010
izing instructions into sequential steps. Our011
experiments compare the zero-shot and few-012
shot performance of LMs prompted with re-013
framed instructions on 12 NLP tasks across014
6 categories. Compared with original instruc-015
tions, our reframed instructions lead to signif-016
icant improvements across LMs with differ-017
ent sizes, underscoring the cross-model gen-018
erality of these guidelines. For example, the019
same reframed prompts boost few-shot per-020
formance of GPT3-series and GPT2-series by021
12.5% and 6.7% respectively averaged over022
all tasks. Furthermore, reframed instructions023
reduce the number of examples required to024
prompt LMs in the few-shot setting. We hope025
these empirically-driven techniques will pave026
the way for more effective ways to prompt027
LMs in the future.028

1 Introduction029

Prompting large language models (LMs) like030

GPT3 (Brown et al., 2020) has made NLP modules031

accessible to non-expert users through plain text032

instructions of NLP tasks and a few examples (Liu033

et al., 2021a). In particular, engineering instruc-034

tional prompts1 have been studied in the context035

of tasks such as classification (Jiang et al., 2020;036

Schick and Schütze, 2021), where instructions are037

often limited to short and simple phrasings. On038

1We focus on instructional prompts (Efrat and Levy, 2020)
as opposed to exemplar prompts which are already well-
studied (Brown et al., 2020; Lu et al., 2021).

You are given passages that contain mentions of names of people, places, 
or things. Your job is to write questions that evaluate one's understanding 
of pronouns (she, her, him, his, their, etc.) or other mentions to people, 
places, or things to which they may refer.

Raw Task Definition

Generate names of persons, places or things from the passage.

Generate a question from the 
passage with name as the answer.

Based on the passage, generate a 
question that contains the name.

Generate a question using $Q1 and $Q2 with $A1 as the answer 

Biden

Q2: Who is the president of US?
A2: Biden

Q1: What is Biden's birthplace?
A1: Scranton

What is the birthplace of the person who is the president of US?

Reframed Task Definition

Reframing

Figure 1: GPT3 has difficulty in writing questions that
require entity coreference resolutions based on a single
lengthy prompt (top, in yellow ), however, it succeeds
in solving a manually reframed task that has four sim-
pler sub-steps (bottom, in green ).

the other hand, task instructions written by non- 039

expert users are often long and contain abstract 040

descriptions which are not easy to follow for LMs 041

as evidenced by the lower performance of models 042

when prompted with such instructions (Efrat and 043

Levy, 2020; Mishra et al., 2021). 044

In this work, we study the challenges that give 045

rise to poor performance of LMs when prompted 046

with complex task instructions (Table 3) and pro- 047

vide guidelines to manually reframe them to effec- 048

tively prompt LMs. These guidelines are developed 049

based on our observation that instructional prompts 050

should be concise and concrete, and contain little 051

abstract statements about human commonsense or 052

their background knowledge. For example, Fig.1 053

shows a reframing example which involves decom- 054

posing a task into multiple sub-tasks. The intended 055

task here is writing questions that require entity 056

coreference (Dasigi et al., 2019). While GPT3 fails 057

in solving the original task instruction (the yellow 058
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Figure 2: Across a variety of model sizes, reframed
prompts consistently show considerable performance
gain over raw task instructions (no reframing) in a
few-shot learning setup. Since fine-tuning GPT3 is
prohibitively expensive, we show the performance of
fine-tuning smaller models (horizontal lines). This re-
sults indicates that evaluating reframed prompts on
a large model like GPT3-instruct (red line) might be
more effective that fine-tuning a smaller model like
GPT2Large (green line) with 200ˆ more data. Details
of the experiments in §4.

box at the top), it succeeds when the task is decom-059

posed to four simpler and easier sub-tasks.060

We propose five types of reframing techniques061

that can be applied manually by model designers.062

The reframing techniques include incorporating063

low-level patterns about the target task, decom-064

posing and itemizing instructions, stating the task065

constraints, and providing specialized instructions066

(examples in Table 1). Compared to the recent liter-067

ature, our reframing techniques broaden the scope068

of existing prompt engineering approaches (Petroni069

et al., 2019; Schick and Schütze, 2021) which gen-070

erally focus on surface-level changes to the original071

prompt.072

We evaluate reframing techniques on over 12073

tasks from NATURAL INSTRUCTIONS (Mishra074

et al., 2021), which contains a variety of NLP tasks075

and their instructions. Empirically, we compare the076

quality of LMs (GPTk Brown et al. 2020) in two077

settings: raw vs reframed instructions. In partic-078

ular, we observe that the reframed prompts have079

notable performance gains over raw instructions080

(the gap between the red and blue trends in Fig.2)081

with an average of 14% and 17% gains when using082

GPT3-instruct in the few-shot and zero-shot se-083

tups, respectively. Furthermore, such gains remain084

consistent across different models, indicating that085

reframed prompts remain effective when applied086

to diverse model architectures. This is in contrast087

to the widely-used fine-tuning approaches which 088

need to be performed separately for each model. 089

Reframing prompts by model designers is par- 090

ticularly effective when evaluated on large LMs, 091

where fine-tuning can be prohibitively expensive 092

(such as GPT3). In particular, we observe that, re- 093

framed prompts on GPT3-instruct score roughly 094

17% higher than GPT2Large that is supervised 095

with 1k instances (i.e., 200ˆ more data). Using 096

our guidelines for reframing, model designers can 097

come up with new reframed tasks in a matter of 098

minutes. We hope this study will lead to the devel- 099

opment of better few-shot learning methods that 100

generalize across models, thereby leading to more 101

effective ways of reaping the investments already 102

poured into creating massive LMs. 103

Contributions: (a) This work is inspired by the 104

sensitivity of LMs to the framing of their instruc- 105

tional prompts. Driven by many empirical analysis, 106

we identify several guidelines for model design- 107

ers to reframe instructional prompts and provide 108

illustrative use cases associated with each type of 109

reframing technique. (b) Extensive experiments 110

on diverse tasks show that reframing gives rise to 111

superior performance and improved sample com- 112

plexity over raw task instructions, across a range of 113

models sizes. (c) Our experiments quantify the con- 114

tribution of the prompting techniques and analyze 115

various parameters that contribute to their success. 116

2 Related Work 117

Our work is related to designing discrete prompts 118

and tuning continuous prompts in recent literature. 119

Discrete Prompts Constructing effective discrete 120

prompts for language models to perform NLP tasks 121

is an active area of research (Schick and Schütze, 122

2020; Le Scao and Rush, 2021; Tam et al., 2021; 123

Logan IV et al., 2021; Reynolds and McDonell, 124

2021). At a high level, our reframing techniques 125

extend prompt engineering approaches (Liu et al., 126

2021a) to enable language models to understand 127

and follow complex task instructions, and fill in 128

several gaps in the prompt engineering literature 129

in the following ways: (1) Most recent prompt- 130

engineering approaches make strong assumptions 131

about their target tasks which make them non- 132

trivial to generalize to any NLP task. For exam- 133

ple, they are studied in the context of classifica- 134

tion (Petroni et al., 2019; Schick and Schütze, 2021) 135

or applied as prompt composition and prompt de- 136

composition for relation extraction (Han et al., 137
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2021) and named entity recognition (Cui et al.,138

2021) tasks, respectively. While our proposed139

prompt-reframing is not quite algorithmic, the prin-140

ciples behind reframing prompts are relatively gen-141

eral and enable model designers to reframe a vari-142

ety of tasks beyond classification. (2) Most prompt143

engineering approaches apply light-weight changes144

to the original prompt (Liu et al., 2021a), whereas145

our reframed prompts here are often very different146

from the raw instructions. (3) Existing proposals147

to discover prompts (Shin et al., 2020; Jiang et al.,148

2020) lead to results that are model-specific, i.e.,149

the resulting prompts are not shown to generalize150

across models. We show evidence of cross-model151

generalization for the reframed prompts.152

Continuous Prompts Tuning continuous prompts153

leads to the making of space-efficient models com-154

pared to fine-tuning model parameters (Liu et al.,155

2021b; Lester et al., 2021). Despite being algorith-156

mic, these models require propagating gradient in-157

formation across the whole architecture, leading to158

high computational costs, which is a key bottleneck159

when it comes to large LMs such as GPT3. While160

our proposal requires human intervention, it pro-161

vides model designers with several relatively easy162

rules-of-thumb to come up with language prompts163

that work effectively with large LMs.164

3 Prompt Reframing165

This section describes our reframing principles166

and then describes the guidelines to operational-167

ize them. Reframing principles are obtained by168

probing instructions of various tasks in the training169

split of NATURAL INSTRUCTIONS (Mishra et al.,170

2021) to understand different failure modes associ-171

ated with prompting in GPT3.172

Motivation from GPT3’s Failures We observe173

that GPT3 fails to follow instructions when it is pro-174

vided with long prompts that often contain repeated175

information, abstract notions, analogies, complex176

statements requiring human commonsense and177

their domain knowledge (see examples in Table178

1 and 3). Humans typically find these helpful for179

describing their tasks. For example, some content180

intended to motivate the task or repetition for the181

sake of emphasis, might be unnecessary or even182

redundant for a model.183

3.1 Reframing Principles184

We observe that short prompts that contain concrete185

statements and avoid terms associated with back-186

ground knowledge improve GPT3’s response to 187

instructions. We recursively apply this observation 188

and provide a set of reframing principles to resolve 189

various issues on GPT3’s failures with prompting, 190

backed by extensive empirical analysis on GPT3.2 191

(C1) Use Low-level Patterns: Instead of using 192

terms that require background knowledge to 193

understand, use various patterns about the 194

expected output. 195

(C2) Itemizing Instructions: Turn descriptive at- 196

tributes into bulleted lists. If there are any 197

negation statements, turn them into assertion 198

statements. 199

(C3) Break it Down: Break down a task into multi- 200

ple simpler tasks, wherever possible. 201

(C4) Enforce Constraint: Add explicit textual 202

statements of output constraints. 203

(C5) Specialize the Instruction: Customize the in- 204

structions so that they directly speak to the 205

intended output. 206

We operationalize each of the above principles 207

in terms of 5 reframing techniques. The degree 208

of reframing (the amount of change applied to the 209

raw instructions) varies significantly across the re- 210

framing techniques: the simplest one adds an en- 211

forcement statement at the end whereas the other 212

extreme involves completely changing the task as 213

a whole (e.g., decomposing it into multiple tasks). 214

3.2 Reframing Techniques 215

We explain each of the reframing techniques in 216

three parts (1) model failure states a potential weak- 217

ness of LM with reference to examples in Table 3 218

(2) approach describes our suggested approach and 219

intuition behind it, according to our empirical ob- 220

servations (3) example illustrates the application of 221

the suggested technique in reference to Table 1. In 222

designing these techniques, we used a development 223

set that contains all the positive examples included 224

as part of the instructions of each task in NATURAL 225

INSTRUCTIONS. 226

3.2.1 PATTERN REFRAMING 227

Model failure While humans have an incredible 228

ability in understanding and acting with respect to 229

abstract descriptions, LMs tend to ignore most of 230

them or just repeat the content of such instructions 231

in their output (copy instruction in Table 3.) 232

2The principles have light resemblance to how basic tasks
are formulated and taught to kids.
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Raw task definitions and their reframed counterpart
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Raw Task: Craft a question which requires commonsense to be answered. Based on the given context, craft
a common-sense question, especially those that are LONG, INTERESTING, and COMPLEX. The goal is to
write questions that are easy for humans and hard for AI machines! To create such questions, here are some
suggestions: A. What may (or may not) be the plausible reason for an event? B. What may (or may not)
happen before (or after, or during) an event? C. What may (or may not) be a plausible fact about someone (or
something)? D. What may (or may not) happen if an event happens (or did not happen)? You can also create
other types of questions.
Input: Context:<> Expected Output: Question:<>

Reframed Task: Use ’what may happen’, ’will ...?’, ’why might’, ’what may have caused’, ’what may be true
about’, ’what is probably true about’, ’what must’ and similar phrases in your question based on the input
context.
Input: Context:<> Expected Output: Question:<>

IT
E

M
IZ

IN
G

R
E

F
R

A
M

IN
G

Raw Task: Follow the instructions to produce output with the given context word. Do <>. Do <>. Don’t <>
Input: Context word <> Expected Output: Long text <>

Reframed Task: Follow instructions below to produce output based on the given context word.
- Do <>
- Do <>
- Do <>
Input: Context word <> Expected Output: Long text <>

D
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Raw Task: In this task, based on the given context word, you need to create a pair of sentences each containing
a blank (_) and their corresponding answer. The sentence pair should look similar, and should be about two
related but different objects; for example "trophy" and "suitcase". Also, the sentences must be different in terms
of trigger words (e.g., "small" and "big") which express contrasting properties about the two objects.
Input: Context word:<> Expected Output: Question 1: <> Answer 1: <> Question 2: <> Answer 2: <>

Reframed Task:

Subtask 1. Write 2 objects based on the given context word.
Input: Context word:<> Expected Output: Objects: <>

Subtask 2. Write a sentence by connecting objects with a verb.
Input: Objects: <> Expected Output: Sentence: <>

Subtask 3. Create a fill in the blank question from the sentence where object 1 will fit the blank.
Input: Object 1: <>,Sentence: <> Expected Output: Question: <>

Subtask 4. Change the given question so that answer flips to object 2 in the question.
Input: Object 2: <>, Sentence: <>, Question: <> Expected Output: Question: <>

Subtask 5. Generate both questions and answers:
Input: Question 1: <> Object 1: <> Question 2: <> Object 2: <>
Expected Output: Question 1: <> Answer 1: <> Question 2: <> Answer 2: <>

R
E

S
T

R
A

IN
IN

G
R

E
F

R
A

M
IN

G

Raw Task:... What is the type of the answer corresponding to the given question? Number, Date, or Span?...
Input: Passage: <>. Question: <> Expected Output: <Number/Date/Span> ...

Reframed Task:... What is the type of the answer corresponding to the given question? Number, Date, or
Span?...
Input: Passage: <> Question: <> Answer either Number, Date or Span? Expected Out-
put:<Number/Date/Span>

SP
E

C
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L
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T
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G

Raw Task: Answer the following question ... <Not so important Text> ...
Input: Question <> Expected Output: Answer <>

Reframed Task:Calculate answer to the following question. You need to either add or subtract numbers
associated with two objects present in the question.
Input: Question <> Expected Output: Answer <>

Table 1: Examples of various reframing techniques. Italicized text represents the prompt. Change in prompt and
example in the transformed task are indicated with blue and red markings, respectively.
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Approach Find low-level patterns among the dev233

set examples and extrapolate those by adding simi-234

lar patterns (C1).235

Example Table 1 (row 1) illustrates the CosmosQA236

(Huang et al., 2019) question generation task. The237

raw task instruction consists of various high-level238

statements such as “commonsense”, “complex”,239

“interesting”, “easy for humans and hard for AI ma-240

chines”, whereas the reframed task consists of var-241

ious low-level patterns about the expected output242

such as “what may happen”, “in the future, will..”,243

“why might”, which generally improve GPT3’s per-244

formance in generating valid questions.245

3.2.2 ITEMIZING REFRAMING246

Model failure LMs cannot follow long paragraphs247

stating multiple requirements (first instruction bias248

in Table 3) and do not perform well when the re-249

quirements are formulated as a negative statement250

(negation challenge in Table 3).251

Approach Turn long descriptions into bulleted lists252

of several statements (C2). Additionally, turn neg-253

ative statements to positive ones. For example,254

reformulate “don’t create questions which are not255

answerable from the paragraph” into “create ques-256

tions which are answerable from the paragraph”.257

Example Table 1 (row 2) illustrates the Wino-258

Grande (Sakaguchi et al., 2020) sample generation259

task where the raw instructions contain several req-260

uisites (do’s and don’ts) that are hard for models to261

follow. Reframing the instructions into a structured262

list improves the model response.263

3.2.3 DECOMPOSITION REFRAMING264

Model failure Tasks with implicit multi-step rea-265

soning are challenging for models, even after item-266

izing reframing (3.2.2) (multi-step task challenge267

in Table 3).268

Approach Wherever possible, decompose a task269

into multiple different sub-tasks which can be ex-270

ecuted either sequentially or in parallel (C3) and271

hence, make them relatively easier for models.272

Example In Table 1 (row 3), the task is to gener-273

ate samples for the Winogrande (Sakaguchi et al.,274

2020) dataset. Decomposition of the task into 5275

sequential steps improves GPT3’s response.276

3.2.4 RESTRAINING REFRAMING277

Model failure A common mistake of GPT3278

occurs when the task definition deviates from279

its pre-trained objective (predicting next words)280

(conventional-task bias in Table 3). For exam-281

ple, when predicting question types GPT3 often 282

answers the question instead of generating its type. 283

Similarly, in reading comprehension tasks, GPT3 284

sometimes answers a question based on its back- 285

ground knowledge instead of answering from the 286

given passage. 287

Approach Append a statement to the task instruc- 288

tion that expresses a constraint about the output 289

generation (C4). 290

Example Table 1 (row 4) illustrates the DROP 291

(Dua et al., 2019) answer type generation task 292

where the objective is to generate a valid answer 293

type among “Number”, “Date” and “Span” for a 294

given question. Adding an enforcement statement 295

tends to improve the model output by constraining 296

it to the provided types. 297

3.2.5 SPECIALIZATION REFRAMING 298

Model failure LMs ignore generic instructions 299

such as “answer the following question” and some- 300

times misconceive the output format when the 301

given instruction contains redundant text (miscon- 302

ceive output format in Table 3). 303

Approach Reformulate the instructions so that they 304

directly describe the low-level task needed to be 305

done and drop all the repeated and generic state- 306

ments (C5). 307

Example Table 1 (row 5) illustrates a task of nu- 308

merical reasoning problems that involve natural lan- 309

guage sentences describing additions and subtrac- 310

tions. The reframed prompt specializes the generic 311

task instruction (“calculate answer”). 312

4 Experimental Setup 313

Dataset We evaluate the proposed reframing 314

techniques on the evaluation tasks from NATURAL 315

INSTRUCTIONS (Mishra et al., 2021), which con- 316

sists of 12 tasks categorized into 6 categories. Fol- 317

lowing the original setup, we use ROUGE-L (Lin, 318

2004) as the evaluation metric in our experiments. 319

Models For evaluation we use various models 320

of the GPT family: GPT2, GPT2Large, GPT2XL, 321

GPT3 and GPT3-instruct (Brown et al., 2020; Rad- 322

ford et al., 2019)3 and BART-base (Lewis et al., 323

2020). We evaluate the models according to the 324

following setups: 325

GPTk w/ raw instructions: We follow the setup of 326

Mishra et al. (2021) who experiment with GPT3- 327

instruct on their raw instructions. Overall the 328

prompts provided to the model consist of three 329

3https://beta.openai.com/docs/engines/
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supervision model task category → QG AG CF IAG MM VF Avgmode # of examples Ó

SUPERVISED BART 5000 59 61 91 26 85 82 67

FEW-SHOT (MAX. EX.) GPT3-instruct (raw instructions + schema selection) 32 47 57 52 23 79 42 50

FEW-SHOT

GPT3-instruct (raw instructions) 5 43 54 44 21 70 32 44
GPT3-instruct (calibrated raw instructions) 5 41Ó 52Ó 58Ò 22Ò 70 35Ò 46Ò

GPT3-instruct (raw instructions + schema selection) 5 45Ò 58Ò 49Ò 23Ò 72Ò 37Ò 47Ò

GPT3-instruct (reframed instructions) 5 55Ò 72Ò 65Ò 30Ò 80Ò 48Ò 58Ò

ZERO-SHOT
GPT3-instruct (raw instructions) 0 31 34 39 14 69 13 33
GPT3-instruct (raw instructions + schema selection) 0 37Ò 36Ò 40Ò 17Ò 75Ò 17Ò 37Ò

GPT3-instruct (reframed instructions) 0 52Ò 46Ò 63Ò 25Ò 80Ò 39Ò 50Ò

Table 2: Evaluation of various few-shot and supervised learning baselines in ROUGE-L. Category names: QG:
Question Generation, AG: Answer Generation, CF: Classification, IAG: Incorrect Answer Generation, MM: Min-
imal Text Modification, VF: Verification. The reframed prompts improve GPT3-instruct’s performance. Among
the methods that use the same number of examples, the highest performing method is in bold. In the few-shot
(max. ex.) setup, we use as many examples as fits within GPT’s token limit. Up-arrows (Ò) and down-arrows (Ó)
signify performance improvement and decline, respectively, over the raw instructions baseline.

segments (in this order): (a) task instructions, (b)330

examples (input and outputs) and (c) a new input331

for which we expect model’s response. We ex-332

periment with three different variants of the base-333

lines, depending on the number of examples in their334

prompts: (i) FEW-SHOT: We experiment with 5335

examples4 which is a more realistic few-shot setup.336

(ii) MAX. EX.: in another variant we use as many337

examples as fits within GPT’s token limit. (iii)338

ZERO-SHOT: in this setup, we do not incorporate339

any example while prompting the models with the340

instructions. Finally, we build variants of these341

baselines by conducting ‘schema selection’ where342

we experiment with 12 different encodings of the343

instruction (Mishra et al., 2021) and select the best344

performing one for each task.345

GPTk w/ reframed instructions: The model de-346

signer applies various reframing techniques (Sec-347

tion 3.2) on tasks in NATURAL INSTRUCTIONS.348

Similar to the raw instructions baseline, we use349

5 examples in our reframed tasks. In our setup,350

model designer is an author who follows the guide-351

lines (§3.2) by observing 5 examples in the devel-352

opment set and reframes instructions. This process353

was done in interaction with GPT3-instruct via the354

development examples. This took roughly 15 min-355

utes per task and per reframing type. Similar to the356

setup with raw instructions, the ultimate encoded357

prompts contained a concatenation of the follow-358

ing (in this order): reframed instructions, positive359

examples and the instance input.360

GPTk w/ calibration: This method extends the re-361

4These 5 positive examples are part of instructions in each
task of NATURAL INSTRUCTIONS, and sometimes the number
of positive examples is less than 5.

cent calibration approach introduced by Zhao et al. 362

(2021), which involves compensating for various 363

model-specific biases in a few-shot setup, such as 364

recency bias and majority bias. Zhao et al. (2021) 365

perform calibration by masking input instances 366

with ‘N/A’ tokens, estimating the bias using model 367

prediction probabilities and then compensating the 368

bias while feeding the input instance during predic- 369

tion. We extend calibration to our instruction setup 370

by masking the input instance in our instruction en- 371

coding with an ‘N/A’ token and calibrating biases 372

associated with GPT3-instruct. 373

Supervised baseline: While the conventional setup 374

of supervised learning has been successful for rea- 375

sonably sized models, it is prohibitively expensive 376

for large models like GPT3. We train medium- 377

sized LMs (e.g., BART-base Lewis et al., 2020) on 378

5k examples of each task and evaluate on unseen 379

instances of the corresponding task. 380

5 Empirical Results 381

5.1 Main Results 382

A summary of our experiments is provided in Fig.2 383

which shows the performance of the reframed in- 384

structions on various models, compared to our 385

baselines. Furthermore, Table 2 provides a more 386

granular comparison of few-shot, zero-shot and 387

supervised models per task category, all on GPT3- 388

instruct and in terms of ROUGE-L. Below are sev- 389

eral takeaways from these experiments. 390

Reframing improves upon the few-shot and 391

zero-shot baselines. Table 2 shows that refram- 392

ing outperforms the original raw instruction base- 393

line with 14% (44% Ñ 58%) and 17% absolute 394
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Figure 3: Average performance gain (numbers on the
left side) of reframing instructions (over raw instruc-
tions), when evaluated via GPT3-instruct in a few-shot
learning setup. The plot shows the gains resulting from
applying each reframing type (left) to various task cat-
egories (right). While SPECIALIZATION reframing is
versatile, others like DECOMPOSITION improve model
performance for a narrower range of tasks.

gains (33% Ñ 50%) in few-shot and zero-shot395

setups, respectively. Additionally, it outperforms396

the schema selection baseline with 11% (47% Ñ397

58%) and 13% absolute gains (37% Ñ 50%) in398

few-shot and zero-shot setups, respectively. It also399

outperforms the calibration and max-examples with400

schema selection baseline by 12% (46%Ñ 58%)401

and 8% (50%Ñ 58%), respectively. The gains are402

spread across task categories, with the highest gains403

in Answer Generation (AG), Classification (CF),404

and Verification (VF) categories.405

Reframed prompts retain their superiority406

across different models. As Fig.2 shows, the re-407

framed instructions consistently outperform to raw408

task instructions across various models. This is in409

contrast to parameter tuning algorithms (such as410

fine-tuning and prompt-tuning), which need to be411

performed separately for each model.412

Reframing instructions with a large LM is com-413

parable to a mid-sized supervised model. The414

average performance associated with supervised415

baselines is higher than the reframing method.416

However, in the Answer Generation (AG) and In-417

correct Answer Generation (IAG) categories, re-418

framing in the few-shot setup outperforms the su-419

pervised baselines by 11%, 4% absolute gains, re-420

spectively. A similar observation can be made in421

Fig.2, where reframed prompts with GPT3-instruct422

have notably higher performance than the super-423
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Figure 4: x-axis: length reduction in instruction length
as a result of reframing; y-axis: performance gain
(ROUGE-L) after applying reframing and evaluating
via GPT3-instruct in a few-shot learning setup. Each
dot represents a task in our evaluation set. The scatter
plot show that least length reductions are not necessar-
ily worse.

Failures 
caused by 
Reframing

Failures 
corrected by 
Reframing

Successes 
before & after  

Reframing

4 41%

31%

24%

Figure 5: Distribution of the error patterns. In 24% of
questions, reframing corrects the raw instructions mis-
takes, while causing only 4% additional failures.

vised mid-size model (GPT2Large), which uses 424

200ˆ more data. 425

5.2 Analyses 426

Contribution of Reframing Techniques Fig.3 427

illustrates the average performance gain associated 428

with each of the reframing techniques across vari- 429

ous categories of tasks. We apply various reframing 430

techniques on each task of NATURAL INSTRUC- 431

TIONS. We observe that SPECIALIZATION RE- 432

FRAMING, RESTRAINING REFRAMING and PAT- 433

TERN REFRAMING improve model performance 434

for a wider range of tasks. We also observe that, 435

RESTRAINING REFRAMING contributes the most 436

to Classification tasks whereas SPECIALIZATION 437

REFRAMING is dominant on Answer Generation 438

tasks. DECOMPOSITION REFRAMING and PAT- 439

TERN REFRAMING are most effective for Question 440

Generation tasks. Since the dominant reframing 441

techniques vary across task categories, we recom- 442

mend users to experiment with all five reframing 443

techniques for their tasks. 444

Performance vs Instructions Length We ob- 445

serve that reframed instructions are usually shorter 446
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error name error description #(%) reframing

copy instruction generates some of the lines in the given instruction if it contain
domain-specific terms

14 PATTERN REFRAMING ,
SPECIALIZATION REFRAMING

instance distraction ignores the instructions if input instances contain some specific
information e.g. numbers

7 PATTERN REFRAMING

first instruction bias ignoring the instructions beyond the one mentioned in the first
sentence

18 ITEMIZING REFRAMING

doing the next task generating redundant text often associated with followup tasks
when instructions are long and presented in a paragraph format

9 ITEMIZING REFRAMING,
SPECIALIZATION REFRAMING

negation challenge not following instructions containing negation 11 ITEMIZING REFRAMING

multi-step task challenge generating incorrect outputs for the instructions of complex
multi-step tasks

17 DECOMPOSITION REFRAMING

conventional-task bias ignoring instructions for non-conventional task e.g. incorrect
answer generation and generating outputs associated with con-
ventional tasks

12 RESTRAINING REFRAMING

misconceive output format not understanding intended output format without explicit men-
tion in the instructions

12 SPECIALIZATION REFRAMING,
RESTRAINING REFRAMING

Table 3: Distribution of error patterns associated with raw instructions that get resolved by reframing. It also shows
the type of reframing technique that resolves the errors.

than the original instructions. A natural question447

that might arise is whether there is a correlation448

between the length reduction and the performance449

improvement, as a result of applying reframing.450

Fig.4 shows that performance gain is not always451

proportional to the length difference across various452

evaluation tasks (dots in the figure) in NATURAL453

INSTRUCTIONS. This indicates that just shorten-454

ing the instructions is not necessarily the primary455

factor in improving the instructions.456

Qualitative Analysis We analyze failure of457

GPT3 on raw vs. reframed instructions. We sam-458

ples 100 examples across various tasks for the anal-459

ysis. Fig.5 illustrates the distribution of errors. As it460

can be seen, reframing introduces little additional461

errors (4%), while correcting a major portion of462

the mistakes on raw instructions (24%). We fur-463

ther manually analyze this subset (mistakes of raw464

instruction corrected by reframing) to better under-465

stand the dominant errors patterns and the refram-466

ing that corrects them (Table 3). The result shows467

that most of the errors are corrected by ITEMIZING468

REFRAMING, while RESTRAINING REFRAMING469

has the least contribution.470

6 Concluding Remarks471

Inspired by GPT3’s poor performance in follow-472

ing task instructions, we explored reframing — the473

process by which practitioners reformulate task474

instructions to a language that is easier to follow475

for LMs, while maintaining their human readability.476

Reframing extends the existing literature on prompt477

engineering by being applicable to a wider range 478

of tasks. The experiments conducted on 12 tasks 479

manifest their benefits over raw instructions or fine- 480

tuning mid-sized models. Reframing can be partic- 481

ularly helpful in applications where task definitions 482

are evolving (making it difficult to crowdsource 483

and fine-tune models), where model designers can 484

come up with new reframed prompts, in a matter 485

of minutes. 486

Generalization to future models Would the re- 487

framed prompts remain competitive on future LMs? 488

While it is impossible to decidedly respond to this 489

counterfactual question, extrapolating from Fig.2 490

is a likely evidence that the proposed approach will 491

remain superior, at least in the near term. How- 492

ever, on a longer horizon, the gains depend on the 493

progress of LMs. If models have little difficulty in 494

understanding language, there will be little gain in 495

reframing the instructions. 496

Opportunities for improvement While refram- 497

ing enables model development in a human-centric 498

manner, it needs to be applied by model designers. 499

Therefore, an algorithmic solution to reframe tasks 500

will likely be a useful progress forward. This will 501

be part of our future work. 502

We hope that this study will inspire further inves- 503

tigation of potentially-unconventional approaches 504

to exploit the knowledge harnessed by increasingly 505

large LMs where fine-tuning and its alternatives 506

are prohibitively expensive. 507
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A Supplemental Material 644

A.1 Examples of Error Types 645

Table 4 contains examples of error patterns where model performance improves with reframing over raw 646

instructions. Table 4 exemplifies each type of error mentioned in Table 3. 647

Raw task definitions and model predictions

co
py

in
st

ru
ct

io
n

Raw Task: Craft a question which requires commonsense to be answered. Based on the given context, craft a common-sense
question, especially those that are LONG, INTERESTING, and COMPLEX. The goal is to write questions that are easy for humans
and hard for AI machines! To create such questions, here are some suggestions: A. What may (or may not) be the plausible reason
for an event? B. What may (or may not) happen before (or after, or during) an event? C. What may (or may not) be a plausible fact
about someone (or something)? D. What may (or may not) happen if an event happens (or did not happen)? You can also create
other types of questions.
Context:you see , at my age relationship is kind of important and i thought i got the one after all these years . I noticed that once
again i was wrong . i was good simply because i was good , i was caring , helping , supportive , bla bla blaaa .
Question: what is the reason why you keep falling for the same type of person?

A. What is the reason you keep falling for the same type of person?
B. What may (or may not) be the problem with your relationships?
C. What may (or may not) be the possible cause

in
st

an
ce

di
st

ra
ct

io
n

Raw Task: In this task, we ask you to write a question that involves “event duration", based on a given sentence. Here, event
duration is defined as the understanding of how long events typically last. For example, “brushing teeth”, usually takes few minutes.
Sentence:About 30% of Ratners’s profit already is derived from the U.S.
Question: How much of Ratner’s profit comes from the U.S.?

fir
st

in
st

ru
ct

io
n

bi
as

Raw Task: Write a story about John. Also, mention Hari.
Story:
John was a very happy person. He always had a smile on his face and was always willing to help others. He was a very kind person.
He was always there for his friends and family.

do
in

g
th

e
ne

xt
ta

sk

Raw Task: Definition: Write a fact related to the given fact. Note that, your fact should have at least one word in common with the
given fact. All facts in this task refer to science facts. Your related fact must form a chain with the given fact. Chains form when two
facts connect together to produce a third fact. An example of a chain is: "pesticides cause pollution" (given fact) + "pollution can
harm animals" (related fact) → "pesticides can harm animals" (connected chain) <truncated instructions>
Prompt: Write a related fact to a given fact
Fact: damming a river can cause a lake to form.
Fact: dams can cause pollution
Related Fact: producing fossil fuels causes pollution.
Related Fact: making fossil fuels causes pollution.
Fact: lakes can be polluted.
Fact: lakes can be polluted by dams. <truncated output>

ne
ga

tio
n

ch
al

le
ng

e

Raw Task: Write a sentence. It should start with ’What’. It should not have more than 4 words. It should mention "Patrick".
Sentence: What is Patrick’s favorite color?

m
ul

ti-
st

ep
ta

sk
ch

al
le

ng
e

Raw Task: In this task, based on the given context word, you need to create a pair of sentences each containing a blank (_) and their
corresponding answer. The sentence pair should look similar, and should be about two related but different objects; for example
"trophy" and "suitcase". Also, the sentences must be different in terms of trigger words (e.g., "small" and "big") which express
contrasting properties about the two objects. Context word:fitness
He realized that he needed to
He realized that he needed to

find a new workout routine.
find a new workout routine.

I couldn’t believe how
I couldn’t believe how <truncated output>

co
nv

en
tio

na
l

ta
sk

bi
as

Raw Task: Generate an incorrect answer to the given question
Question: What is the captial of US?
Washington, DC

m
is

co
nc

ei
ve

ou
tp

ut
fo

rm
at

Raw Task: Answer the following question.
Father’s age is 70 years. What could be the son’s age? (i) 71 (ii) 72 (iii) 40 (iv) 102?
Note that a son’s age is always lower than father’s age.
Answer: In the given problem the father’s age is 70 years. So, the son’s age can be either less than 70 years or 70 years. Since the
given age is less than 70 years, the son’s age is 71 years.

Table 4: Examples of various types of error patterns associated with raw instructions that gets resolved by refram-
ing. Italicized text represents the prompt. Model prediction is indicated with red marking.
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A.1.1 Additional Error Analysis:648

In our qualitative analysis (Section 5.2 and Figure 5), we find that there are 4% samples where reframing649

reduces model performance over raw instructions and 31% samples where neither raw instructions nor650

reframing could help GPT3 in performing the task correctly. We analyze and show the error patterns651

in Table 5 where T2 represents the cases where model performance reduces with reframing over raw652

instructions and T3 where both raw instructions and reframing fails to help GPT3 in performing tasks.653

error
type

error name error description #(%)

T2 decomposition error prop-
agation

model’s error in an initial step of a decomposed task gets propagated to later steps 100

T3 example bias the class imbalance bias in examples supersedes the effect of instructions– this
happens mostly in classification tasks, but also applicable to other tasks.

22

T3 instance level decomposi-
tion requirement

for certain hard-tasks involving reasoning, task-level decomposition is not enough
and instance-level decomposition is required; DECOMPOSITION REFRAMING at its
current form does not support it

78

Table 5: Distribution of error patterns associated T2 (model performance reduces with reframing over raw instruc-
tions) and T3 (incorrectly answered by both raw instructions and reframing) error types.
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A.2 Evaluation Tasks654

Table 6 contains the list of evaluation task used in655

this study.656

task source category

generating questions
on event duration

MC-TACO
(Zhou et al., 2019) Question

Generation
(QG)generating questions

on sentence composition
QASC

(Khot et al., 2020)

answering event
coreference questions

Quoref
(Dasigi et al., 2019) Question

Answering
(QA)answering fill in the

blank questions on
coreference resolution

WinoGrande
(Sakaguchi et al., 2020)

identifying inappropriate
content in context

CosmosQA
(Huang et al., 2019) Classification

(CF)identifying bad questions
in reading comprehension

MultiRC
(Khashabi et al., 2018)

generating incorrect
answers to event

transience questions

MC-TACO
(Zhou et al., 2019) Incorrect

Answer
Generation

(IAG)generating incorrect
answers to event

duration questions

MC-TACO
(Zhou et al., 2019)

modifying fill in the
blank questions on

coreference resolution

WinoGrande
(Sakaguchi et al., 2020) Text

Modification
(MM)generating paraphrase

of given sentences Miscellaneous

finding overlapping words
between two sentences

QASC
(Khot et al., 2020) Verification

(VF)Identifying words
essential for choosing

correct answers.

Essential-Terms
(Khashabi et al., 2017)

Table 6: List of evaluation tasks used in this study (§4).

A.3 GPT3-instruct Outputs to Raw and657

Reframed Instructions658

We explain each of the reframing techniques by659

illustrating how they solve various error patterns660

produced by raw instructions.661

A.3.1 PATTERN REFRAMING662

Table 7 shows how raw instruction in its detailed663

form can not help GPT3 produce the valid ques-664

tions for the CosmosQA question generation task.665

Table 8 illustrates how reducing the raw instruction666

content (retaining only the Definition) still does not667

help model to perform the task and how refram-668

ing helps the model to perform the task. Table 9669

and 10 shows similar behavior for the MCTACO670

question generation task.671

A.3.2 ITEMIZING REFRAMING672

Table 11 shows how raw instruction in its detailed673

form can not help GPT3 produce the valid ques-674

tions for the QASC related fact generation task.675

Table 12 illustrates how reducing the raw instruc- 676

tion content (retaining only the Definition) still 677

does not help model to perform the task and how 678

reframing helps the model to perform the task. Ta- 679

ble 13 shows how ITEMIZING REFRAMING works 680

for some miscelleanous tasks. 681

A.3.3 DECOMPOSITION REFRAMING 682

Table 14 shows how raw instruction in its detailed 683

form as well as with reduced form(definition only) 684

can not help GPT3 produce the valid questions for 685

the Winogrande sample generation task. Table 15 686

illustrates how reframing helps the model to per- 687

form the task. 688

A.3.4 RESTRAINING REFRAMING 689

Table 16 illustrates how raw instruction can not 690

help GPT3 produce the valid answers for the DROP 691

answer type generation task and how reframing 692

helps GPT3 to perform the task. Table 17 illus- 693

trates the utility of RESTRAINING REFRAMING for 694

various tasks of diverse types. 695

A.3.5 SPECIALIZATION REFRAMING 696

For a diverse set of tasks, Table 18 shows how 697

GPT3 fails to perform the task with raw instructions 698

and how SPECIALIZATION REFRAMING helps to 699

overcome those failures. 700
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Raw task definitions for tasks requiring PATTERN REFRAMING

Raw Task: Definition: Based on the given context, craft a common-sense question, especially those that are LONG,
INTERESTING, and COMPLEX. The goal is to write questions that are easy for humans and hard for AI machines! To
create such questions, here are some suggestions: A. What may (or may not) be the plausible reason for an event? B.
What may (or may not) happen before (or after, or during) an event? C. What may (or may not) be a plausible fact about
someone (or something)? D. What may (or may not) happen if an event happens (or did not happen)? You can also
create other types of question.
Emphasis & Caution: Your question must be related to the context and answerable with common sense. Try to add more
variations and complexity in the questions.
Things to avoid: 1. DO NOT make your question answerable without looking at the context. 2. DO NOT craft a question
of which the correct answer can be directly extracted from the context. 3. DO NOT ask a question that requires very
specialized knowledge that is not common sense. 4. DO NOT ask too simple or too short questions.
Prompt: Craft one question such that it requires commonsense to be answered.
Context:I was told, in person over the phone, that my shoes were on their way. They have my money. I have no shoes.
Question: What is the correct order of events?

Raw Task: Definition: Based on the given context, craft a common-sense question, especially those that are LONG,
INTERESTING, and COMPLEX. The goal is to write questions that are easy for humans and hard for AI machines! To
create such questions, here are some suggestions: A. What may (or may not) be the plausible reason for an event? B.
What may (or may not) happen before (or after, or during) an event? C. What may (or may not) be a plausible fact about
someone (or something)? D. What may (or may not) happen if an event happens (or did not happen)? You can also
create other types of question.
Emphasis & Caution: Your question must be related to the context and answerable with common sense. Try to add more
variations and complexity in the questions.
Things to avoid: 1. DO NOT make your question answerable without looking at the context. 2. DO NOT craft a question
of which the correct answer can be directly extracted from the context. 3. DO NOT ask a question that requires very
specialized knowledge that is not common sense. 4. DO NOT ask too simple or too short questions.
Prompt: Craft one question such that it requires commonsense to be answered.
Context:you see , at my age relationship is kind of important and i thought i got the one after all these years . I noticed
that once again i was wrong . i was good simply because i was good , i was caring , helping , supportive , bla bla blaaa .
Question: A. What is the difference between the first person and the second person?
B. What is the difference between "getting the one" and "being good, caring, helpful, and supportive"?
C. What may (or may not) be the rationale for the first person to think their partner was "

Raw Task: Definition: Based on the given context, craft a common-sense question, especially those that are LONG,
INTERESTING, and COMPLEX. The goal is to write questions that are easy for humans and hard for AI machines! To
create such questions, here are some suggestions: A. What may (or may not) be the plausible reason for an event? B.
What may (or may not) happen before (or after, or during) an event? C. What may (or may not) be a plausible fact about
someone (or something)? D. What may (or may not) happen if an event happens (or did not happen)? You can also
create other types of question.
Emphasis & Caution: Your question must be related to the context and answerable with common sense. Try to add more
variations and complexity in the questions.
Things to avoid: 1. DO NOT make your question answerable without looking at the context. 2. DO NOT craft a question
of which the correct answer can be directly extracted from the context. 3. DO NOT ask a question that requires very
specialized knowledge that is not common sense. 4. DO NOT ask too simple or too short questions.
Prompt: Craft one question such that it requires commonsense to be answered.
Context: GPS technology dates back to the time when first ever satellite was launched in the sky in 1979. The era of
global positioning started then.
Question: What was the name of the first satellite that was launched in the sky in 1979?

What is the name of the country that launched the first satellite in 1979?

What is the name of the company that developed the GPS technology?

Table 7: Examples of tasks that require Pattern Reframing. Italicized text represents the raw instructions. GPT3-
instruct’s response to the raw instructions is indicated with red markings.
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Raw task definitions, their PATTERN REFRAMED counterparts and GPT3-instruct outputs

Raw Task: Craft a question which requires commonsense to be answered. Based on the given context, craft a common-sense question,
especially those that are LONG, INTERESTING, and COMPLEX. The goal is to write questions that are easy for humans and hard
for AI machines! To create such questions, here are some suggestions: A. What may (or may not) be the plausible reason for an
event? B. What may (or may not) happen before (or after, or during) an event? C. What may (or may not) be a plausible fact about
someone (or something)? D. What may (or may not) happen if an event happens (or did not happen)? You can also create other
types of question.
Context:I was told, in person over the phone, that my shoes were on their way. They have my money. I have no shoes.
Question: What may be the plausible reason for this event?

Reframed Task: Use ’what may happen’, ’will ...?’, ’why might’, ’what may have caused’, ’what may be true about’, ’what is
probably true about’, ’what must’ and similar phrases in your question based on the input context.
Context:I was told, in person over the phone, that my shoes were on their way. They have my money. I have no shoes.
Question:What may happen if my shoes never show up?

Raw Task: Craft a question which requires commonsense to be answered. Based on the given context, craft a common-sense
question, especially those that are LONG, INTERESTING, and COMPLEX. The goal is to write questions that are easy for humans
and hard for AI machines! To create such questions, here are some suggestions: A. What may (or may not) be the plausible reason
for an event? B. What may (or may not) happen before (or after, or during) an event? C. What may (or may not) be a plausible fact
about someone (or something)? D. What may (or may not) happen if an event happens (or did not happen)? You can also create
other types of question.
Context:you see , at my age relationship is kind of important and i thought i got the one after all these years . I noticed that once
again i was wrong . i was good simply because i was good , i was caring , helping , supportive , bla bla blaaa .
Question: what is the reason why you keep falling for the same type of person?

A. What is the reason you keep falling for the same type of person?
B. What may (or may not) be the problem with your relationships?
C. What may (or may not) be the possible cause

Reframed Task: Use ’what may happen’, ’will ...?’, ’why might’, ’what may have caused’, ’what may be true about’, ’what is
probably true about’, ’what must’ and similar phrases in your question based on the input context.
Context:you see , at my age relationship is kind of important and i thought i got the one after all these years . I noticed that once
again i was wrong . i was good simply because i was good , i was caring , helping , supportive , bla bla blaaa .
Question:What may happen if i don’t get the one i want ?

Raw Task: Craft a question which requires commonsense to be answered. Based on the given context, craft a common-sense
question, especially those that are LONG, INTERESTING, and COMPLEX. The goal is to write questions that are easy for humans
and hard for AI machines! To create such questions, here are some suggestions: A. What may (or may not) be the plausible reason
for an event? B. What may (or may not) happen before (or after, or during) an event? C. What may (or may not) be a plausible fact
about someone (or something)? D. What may (or may not) happen if an event happens (or did not happen)? You can also create
other types of question.
Context: GPS technology dates back to the time when first ever satellite was launched in the sky in 1979. The era of global
positioning started then.
Question: What was the first satellite launched in 1979?

A. Voyager 1
B. Voyager 2
C. Pioneer 11
D. Pioneer 10

Reframed Task: Use ’what may happen’, ’will ...?’, ’why might’, ’what may have caused’, ’what may be true about’, ’what is
probably true about’, ’what must’ and similar phrases in your question based on the input context.
Context:GPS technology dates back to the time when first ever satellite was launched in the sky in 1979. The era of global
positioning started then.
Question:Why might GPS technology have been invented??

Table 8: Examples of Pattern Reframed instructions. Italicized text represents the instructions. GPT3-instruct’s
response to the raw and reframed instructions are indicated with red and blue markings, respectively.
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Raw task definitions for tasks requiring PATTERN REFRAMING

Raw Task: Definition: In this task, we ask you to write a question that involves “event duration", based on a given
sentence. Here, event duration is defined as the understanding of how long events typically last. For example, “brushing
teeth”, usually takes few minutes.
Emphasis & Caution: The written questions are not required to have a single correct answer.
Things to avoid: Don’t create questions which have explicit mentions of answers in text. Instead, it has to be implied
from what is given. In other words, we want you to use "instinct" or "common sense".
Prompt: Ask a question on "event duration" based on the provided sentence.
Context: Islam later emerged as the majority religion during the centuries of Ottoman rule, though a significant Christian
minority remained.
Question: What percentage of Muslims reside in Turkey?

Raw Task: Definition: In this task, we ask you to write a question that involves “event duration", based on a given
sentence. Here, event duration is defined as the understanding of how long events typically last. For example, “brushing
teeth”, usually takes few minutes.
Emphasis & Caution: The written questions are not required to have a single correct answer.
Things to avoid: Don’t create questions which have explicit mentions of answers in text. Instead, it has to be implied
from what is given. In other words, we want you to use "instinct" or "common sense".
Prompt: Ask a question on "event duration" based on the provided sentence.
Sentence:About 30% of Ratners’s profit already is derived from the U.S.
Question: What are the 3 ways that Ratners derives profits from the U.S.?

Raw Task: Definition: In this task, we ask you to write a question that involves “event duration", based on a given
sentence. Here, event duration is defined as the understanding of how long events typically last. For example, “brushing
teeth”, usually takes few minutes.
Emphasis & Caution: The written questions are not required to have a single correct answer.
Things to avoid: Don’t create questions which have explicit mentions of answers in text. Instead, it has to be implied
from what is given. In other words, we want you to use "instinct" or "common sense".
Prompt: Ask a question on "event duration" based on the provided sentence.
Sentence: Several tenants blame other neighbors as perpetrators of the rift, however.
Question: What are the lengths of the events in the sentence?

Table 9: Examples of tasks that require Pattern Reframing. Italicized text represents the raw instructions. GPT3-
instruct’s response to the raw instructions is indicated with red markings.
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Raw task definitions, their PATTERN REFRAMED counterparts and GPT3-instruct outputs

Raw Task: In this task, we ask you to write a question that involves “event duration", based on a given sentence. Here,
event duration is defined as the understanding of how long events typically last. For example, “brushing teeth”, usually
takes few minutes.
Sentence: Islam later emerged as the majority religion during the centuries of Ottoman rule, though a significant
Christian minority remained.
Question: What is the event that corresponds to the sentence?

What is the event that corresponds to the sentence, "Islam later emerged as the majority religion during the
centuries of Ottoman rule"?

Reframed Task: Use ’how long’ or ’what is the duration’ or ’for how much time’ or similar phrases in your question
based on the following context.
Sentence: Islam later emerged as the majority religion during the centuries of Ottoman rule, though a significant
Christian minority remained.
Question:What is the duration of Ottoman rule?

Raw Task: In this task, we ask you to write a question that involves “event duration", based on a given sentence. Here,
event duration is defined as the understanding of how long events typically last. For example, “brushing teeth”, usually
takes few minutes.
Sentence:About 30% of Ratners’s profit already is derived from the U.S.
Question: How much of Ratner’s profit comes from the U.S.?

Reframed Task: Use ’how long’ or ’what is the duration’ or ’for how much time’ or similar phrases in your question
based on the following context.
Sentence:About 30% of Ratners’s profit already is derived from the U.S.
Question:How long has Ratners been successful in the U.S.?

Raw Task: In this task, we ask you to write a question that involves “event duration", based on a given sentence. Here,
event duration is defined as the understanding of how long events typically last. For example, “brushing teeth”, usually
takes few minutes.
Sentence: Several tenants blame other neighbors as perpetrators of the rift, however.
Question: What is the average duration of a family feud?

Reframed Task: Use ’how long’ or ’what is the duration’ or ’for how much time’ or similar phrases in your question
based on the following context.
Sentence: Several tenants blame other neighbors as perpetrators of the rift, however.
Question:How long has this rift been going on?

Table 10: Examples of Pattern Reframed instructions. Italicized text represents the instructions. GPT3-instruct’s
response to the raw and reframed instructions are indicated with red and blue markings, respectively.
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Raw task definitions for tasks requiring ITEMIZING REFRAMING

Raw Task: Definition: Write a fact related to the given fact. Note that, your fact should have at least one word in
common with the given fact. All facts in this task refer to science facts. Your related fact must form a chain with the given
fact. Chains form when two facts connect together to produce a third fact. An example of a chain is: "pesticides cause
pollution" (given fact) + "pollution can harm animals" (related fact) → "pesticides can harm animals" (connected chain)
Emphasis & Caution: It’s okay if your related fact includes some irrelevant information, provided that it has some
overlap with the given fact and it contains some words corresponding to the provided topic.
Things to avoid: Avoid creating simple paraphrases of the given fact. While your generated fact should be related to the
input fact, they must describe slightly different scientific phenomenon.
Prompt: Write a related fact to a given fact
Fact: an earthquake causes the ground to shake
Fact: The number of earthquakes detected by seismic stations between 2000 and 2009
Fact: the frequency of earthquakes worldwide
Fact: The frequency of earthquakes worldwide
Fact: 2010 was an active year for earthquakes
Fact: The number of earthquakes detected by seismic stations between 2000 and 2009
Fact: the frequency of earthquakes worldwide
Fact:

Raw Task: Definition: Write a fact related to the given fact. Note that, your fact should have at least one word in
common with the given fact. All facts in this task refer to science facts. Your related fact must form a chain with the given
fact. Chains form when two facts connect together to produce a third fact. An example of a chain is: "pesticides cause
pollution" (given fact) + "pollution can harm animals" (related fact) → "pesticides can harm animals" (connected chain)
Emphasis & Caution: It’s okay if your related fact includes some irrelevant information, provided that it has some
overlap with the given fact and it contains some words corresponding to the provided topic.
Things to avoid: Avoid creating simple paraphrases of the given fact. While your generated fact should be related to the
input fact, they must describe slightly different scientific phenomenon.
Prompt: Write a related fact to a given fact
Fact: a solar panel converts sunlight into electricity.
Fact: a light bulb converts electricity into light.
Related fact: a solar panel converts sunlight into electricity.
Related fact: a light bulb converts electricity into light.
Related fact: a solar panel can convert sunlight into electricity.
Related fact: a light bulb can convert electricity into light.
What is the difference between

Raw Task: Definition: Write a fact related to the given fact. Note that, your fact should have at least one word in
common with the given fact. All facts in this task refer to science facts. Your related fact must form a chain with the given
fact. Chains form when two facts connect together to produce a third fact. An example of a chain is: "pesticides cause
pollution" (given fact) + "pollution can harm animals" (related fact) → "pesticides can harm animals" (connected chain)
Emphasis & Caution: It’s okay if your related fact includes some irrelevant information, provided that it has some
overlap with the given fact and it contains some words corresponding to the provided topic.
Things to avoid: Avoid creating simple paraphrases of the given fact. While your generated fact should be related to the
input fact, they must describe slightly different scientific phenomenon.
Prompt: Write a related fact to a given fact
Fact: damming a river can cause a lake to form.
Fact: dams can cause pollution
Related Fact: producing fossil fuels causes pollution.
Related Fact: making fossil fuels causes pollution.
Fact: lakes can be polluted.
Fact: lakes can be polluted by dams.
Related Fact: lakes can be polluted by dams.
Related Fact: lakes can be polluted by dams that

Table 11: Examples of tasks that require Itemizing Reframing. Italicized text represents the raw instructions.
GPT3-instruct’s response to the raw instructions is indicated with red markings.
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Raw task definitions, their ITEMIZING REFRAMED counterparts and GPT3-instruct outputs

Raw Task: Write a fact related to the given fact. Note that, your fact should have at least one word in common with the
given fact. All facts in this task refer to science facts. Your related fact must form a chain with the given fact. Chains
form when two facts connect together to produce a third fact. An example of a chain is: "pesticides cause pollution"
(given fact) + "pollution can harm animals" (related fact) → "pesticides can harm animals" (connected chain)
Fact: an earthquake causes the ground to shake
Fact: a tsunami is a large wave in the ocean.

Reframed Task: Write a fact related to the given fact.
- Note that, your fact should have at least one word in common with the given fact.
- All facts in this task refer to science facts.
- Your related fact must form a chain with the given fact. Chains form when two facts connect together to produce a third
fact. An example of a chain is: "pesticides cause pollution" (given fact) + "pollution can harm animals" (related fact) →
"pesticides can harm animals" (connected chain)
Fact: an earthquake causes the ground to shake
Fact: earthquakes may cause damage to buildings.

Raw Task: Write a fact related to the given fact. Note that, your fact should have at least one word in common with the
given fact. All facts in this task refer to science facts. Your related fact must form a chain with the given fact. Chains
form when two facts connect together to produce a third fact. An example of a chain is: "pesticides cause pollution"
(given fact) + "pollution can harm animals" (related fact) → "pesticides can harm animals" (connected chain)
Fact: a solar panel converts sunlight into electricity.
Question: the sun is the center of our solar system

The sun is the center of our solar system.

Reframed Task: Write a fact related to the given fact.
- Note that, your fact should have at least one word in common with the given fact.
- All facts in this task refer to science facts.
- Your related fact must form a chain with the given fact. Chains form when two facts connect together to produce a third
fact. An example of a chain is: "pesticides cause pollution" (given fact) + "pollution can harm animals" (related fact) →
"pesticides can harm animals" (connected chain)
Fact: a solar panel converts sunlight into electricity.
Fact: Solar panels can be used to power homes and businesses.

Raw Task: Write a fact related to the given fact. Note that, your fact should have at least one word in common with the
given fact. All facts in this task refer to science facts. Your related fact must form a chain with the given fact. Chains
form when two facts connect together to produce a third fact. An example of a chain is: "pesticides cause pollution"
(given fact) + "pollution can harm animals" (related fact) → "pesticides can harm animals" (connected chain)
Fact: damming a river can cause a lake to form.
Fact: when the water level is high, fish are at risk
Fact: when the water level is low, fish are at risk Fact: when the water level is high, fish are at risk Write a fact related to
the given fact. Note that, your fact should have at least one word in common with the

Reframed Task: Write a fact related to the given fact.
- Note that, your fact should have at least one word in common with the given fact.
- All facts in this task refer to science facts.
- Your related fact must form a chain with the given fact. Chains form when two facts connect together to produce a third
fact. An example of a chain is: "pesticides cause pollution" (given fact) + "pollution can harm animals" (related fact) →
"pesticides can harm animals" (connected chain)
Fact: damming a river can cause a lake to form.
Fact:dams can cause algae to grow.

Table 12: Examples of Itemizing Reframed instructions. Italicized text represents the instructions. GPT3-
instruct’s response to the raw and reframed instructions are indicated with red and blue markings, respectively.
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Raw task definitions, their ITEMIZING REFRAMED counterparts and GPT3-instruct outputs

Raw Task: Write a story. Mention John in the story. Mention Hari
Story: There was an old woman who lived in the woods. She was very lonely and had not seen another human for many
years. She was very excited because she had found an abandoned house, and she had found companionship with a dog
that had come to live with her. She had cleaned up the old house, and

Reframed Task: Write a story.
-Mention John in the story.
-Mention Hari.
Story John and Hari went to the store together. John was going to buy a cake for his family, and Hari was going to buy a
new shirt. They got into the store and never saw each other again.

Raw Task: Write a sentence. It should start with ’What’. It should not have more than 4 words. It should mention
"Patrick".
Sentence: What is Patrick’s favorite color?

Reframed Task: Write a sentence.
- It should start with ’What’.
- It should have a maximum of 4 words.
- It should mention "Patrick".
Sentence: What does Patrick do?

Raw Task: Write a story based on the following passage. The story should not be longer than the passage. Don’t use the
names mentioned in the passage
Passage: The earthquake swarm was noted on October 12, 2007 in the Prince George Citizen by citizen staff, three days
after the earthquakes began. Scientists mentioned in the report were seismologist John Cassidy of Natural Resources
Canada and volcanologist Catherine Hickson, who was part of the Geological Survey of Canada at the time. At the time
of the report, scientists did not know the origin of the swarm. Seismologist John Cassidy stated, "the depth is enough to
rule out hydrothermal but it’s up in the air as to whether the cause is tectonic shifts or volcanic activity. If it is volcanic
there are certain characteristics that we would expect, there’s a tremor-like character to it. And so we’ll be looking for
the types of events that we see beneath volcanoes and we’ll be looking to see if they’re getting closer to the surface or if
they’re migrating at all."Even if the Nazko swarm were a warning of a volcanic eruption, Hickson doubted it would
turn out to be a highly explosive eruption like those that can occur in subduction-zone volcanoes. "We’re not talking
about an injection of tonnes of ash many kilometers into the air like the 1980 Mount St. Helens eruption or the 1991
Mount Pinatubo eruption. We’re talking about something very small, relatively localized that should have a fairly limited
impact... but it’ll be extremely exciting", Hickson said. If an eruption were to occur, Hickson suggested that it would be
characterized by a lava fountain that sends globs of lava 100 m (330 ft) into the air. This is similar to those that occur in
Hawaii. Hickson said that a Nazko eruption could be a tourist attraction, but warned that noxious gases such as carbon
dioxide and sulfur dioxide would be released during the event
Story: John Cassidy, a seismologist, and Catherine Hickson, a volcanologist, are at the office of Natural Resources
Canada when John receives a call. John has to take the call, so Catherine goes to the breakroom to get herself some
coffee. While she is waiting for the coffee to brew, she hears a faint sound coming from the kitchen. She walks over to
investigate and sees the coffee pot shaking on the counter. She goes to turn it off just as the phone rings.

Reframed Task: Write a story based on the following passage.
- The story should be shorter than the passage.
- Use new names
Passage: The earthquake swarm was noted on October 12, 2007 in the Prince George Citizen by citizen staff, three days
after the earthquakes began. Scientists mentioned in the report were seismologist John Cassidy of Natural Resources
Canada and volcanologist Catherine Hickson, who was part of the Geological Survey of Canada at the time. At the time
of the report, scientists did not know the origin of the swarm. Seismologist John Cassidy stated, "the depth is enough to
rule out hydrothermal but it’s up in the air as to whether the cause is tectonic shifts or volcanic activity. If it is volcanic
there are certain characteristics that we would expect, there’s a tremor-like character to it. And so we’ll be looking for
the types of events that we see beneath volcanoes and we’ll be looking to see if they’re getting closer to the surface or if
they’re migrating at all."Even if the Nazko swarm were a warning of a volcanic eruption, Hickson doubted it would
turn out to be a highly explosive eruption like those that can occur in subduction-zone volcanoes. "We’re not talking
about an injection of tonnes of ash many kilometers into the air like the 1980 Mount St. Helens eruption or the 1991
Mount Pinatubo eruption. We’re talking about something very small, relatively localized that should have a fairly limited
impact... but it’ll be extremely exciting", Hickson said. If an eruption were to occur, Hickson suggested that it would be
characterized by a lava fountain that sends globs of lava 100 m (330 ft) into the air. This is similar to those that occur in
Hawaii. Hickson said that a Nazko eruption could be a tourist attraction, but warned that noxious gases such as carbon
dioxide and sulfur dioxide would be released during the event
Story:A year ago, in October 2007, an earthquake swarm began in the Nazko region of Canada. Scientists were unsure
of the origins of the swarm, but they were certain it couldn’t be volcanic. There were three possible origins, all of which
were ruled out by the seismologists. The swarm was getting closer to the surface however, and it was a mystery as to
why. Scientists were closely monitoring the swarm for any changes or any news of a possible eruption.

Table 13: Examples of Itemizing Reframed instructions. Italicized text represents the instructions. GPT3-
instruct’s response to the raw and reframed instructions are indicated with red and blue markings, respectively.
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Raw task definitions for tasks requiring DECOMPOSITION REFRAMING

Raw Task: In this task, based on the given context word, you need to create a pair of sentences each containing a blank
(_) and their corresponding answer. The sentence pair should look similar, and should be about two related but different
objects; for example "trophy" and "suitcase". Also, the sentences must be different in terms of trigger words (e.g., "small"
and "big") which express contrasting properties about the two objects.
Context word:fitness
-The machine’s objective is to
-stimulate
-the brain cells.
-It does this by
-stimulating
-the cells.
-The machine’s objective is to
-stimulate
-the

Raw Task: Definition: In this task, based on the given context word, you are asked to create a pair of sentences each
containing a blank (_) and their corresponding answer. The sentence pair should look similar, and should be about two
related but different objects; for example "trophy" and "suitcase". Additionally, the two sentences must be different in
terms of trigger words (e.g., "small" and "big") which express contrasting properties about the two objects.
Emphasis & Caution: 1. Both twin sentences must contain at least 15 and at most 30 words. 2. Twin sentences must
have at least 70% overlapping words. 3. You must utilize the given context word while writing the twin sentences. 4.
Each of the twin sentences must contain only one blank. 5. Make sure that ObjectX and Y have the same number e.g.
when ObjectX is singular, ObjectY must be singular, too. 6. The two objects (ObjectX & ObjectY) should be used ONCE
in each sentence. 7. Here is a list of contrastive words that may be used as trigger words. You should create more such
trigger words and use them in your twin sentences. | Attribute | triggerword | contrastive triggerword | | age | old | new |
| altitude | low | high | | area | small | vast | | brightness | dark | light | | clarity | obscure | clear | | cleanness | dirty |
clean | | complexity | simple | complex | | cost | cheap | expensive | | density | sparse | dense | | depth | shallow | deep | |
distance | near | far | | electric conductivity | low | high | | flexibility | rigid | flexible | | granularity | fine | coarse | |
hardness | soft | hard | | length | short | long | | magnitude | small | large | | mass | small | large | | odor | weak | strong | |
pressure | low | high | | resistance | low | high | | shape | round | sharp | | shape | flat | spiky | | size | small | large | |
sound | quiet | loud | | sound pitch | low | high | | speed | slow | fast | | stability | unstable | stable | | strength | weak |
strong | | temperature | low | high | | texture | smooth | rough | | thermal conductivity | low | high | | thickness | thin | thick
| | volume | small | large | | weight | light | heavy | | width | narrow | wide | | location | in | out | | location | up | down | |
location | above | below | | location | on | off | | location | to | from |
Things to avoid: 1. The answer must not be associated with the trigger word; instead it should depend on the context
present in twin sentences. 2. The answers should not be ambiguous. For each sentence, there should be an agreed upon
answer to fill in the blank. 3. Your generations should NOT contain potentially explicit, offensive, or adult content. 4.
Do not use animals as your objects. 5. Your objects should not be proper nouns (e.g., New York, Macbook, Jeff Bezos,
McDonald’s, ...). 6. Avoid repeating the same style or phrase in twin sentences e.g., a contrasting sentence can always
be created using simple negation i.e. by adding not, never, etc. Instead, try to increase diversity.
Prompt: Create a pair of fill in the blanks question-answer pairs based on the context word.)
Context Word: fitness.
1. It was a common belief that one should not partake in any physical activity
between meal times, because it would impede digestion.
_
2. Exercise was recommended because it would aid digestion.
_
3. Exercise was not recommended because it would inhibit digestion.

1. It was a common belief that one should not partake in any physical activity
between meal times, because it would impede digestion.
e.g.,
2. Exercise was recommended because it would aid digestion.
e.g.,
3. Exercise was not recommended because it would inhibit

Table 14: Examples of tasks that require Decomposition Reframing. Italicized text represents the raw instructions.
GPT3-instruct’s response to the raw instructions is indicated with red markings.
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Raw task definitions, their DECOMPOSITION REFRAMED counterparts and GPT3-instruct output

Raw Task: In this task, based on the given context word, you need to create a pair of sentences each containing a blank
(_) and their corresponding answer. The sentence pair should look similar, and should be about two related but different
objects; for example "trophy" and "suitcase". Also, the sentences must be different in terms of trigger words (e.g.,
"small" and "big") which express contrasting properties about the two objects.
Context word:fitness
He realized that he needed to
He realized that he needed to

find a new workout routine.
find a new workout routine.

I couldn’t believe how
I couldn’t believe how

good he looked.
good he looked.

Reframed Task 1: Write 2 objects based on the given context word.
Context word: fitness
Answer: Fitness tracker
Pilates mat
Reframed Task 2: Write a sentence by connecting both objects with a verb.
Objects: Fitness tracker, Pilates mat
I’ve been using my fitness tracker to monitor my progress with Pilates mat.
Reframed Task 3: Create a fill in the blank question from the sentence where object 1 will fill in the blank
Object 1: Trophy
Sentence: The trophy does not fit the brown suitcase.
Question: The trophy does not fit the brown suitcase because _ is large.
Answer: Trophy
<other similar examples>
Object 1: Fitness tracker.
Sentence: I’ve been using my fitness tracker to monitor my progress with Pilates mat
Question: I’ve been using my fitness tracker to monitor my progress with Pilates mat because _ is a good way to keep
track. Answer: Fitness tracker.
Reframed Task 4: Change the question such that answer flips to object 2 in the question
Object 2: Suitcase
Sentence: The trophy does not fit the brown suitcase.
Question: The trophy does not fit the brown suitcase because _ is large.
Answer: Trophy
Modified Question: The trophy does not fit the brown suitcase because _ is small.
Answer: Suitcase
<other similar examples>
Object 2: Pilates mat
Sentence: I’ve been using my fitness tracker to monitor my progress with Pilates mat
Question: I’ve been using my fitness tracker to monitor my progress with Pilates mat because _ is a good way to keep
track.
Answer: Fitness tracker
Modified Question: I’ve been using my fitness tracker to monitor my progress with Pilates mat because _ is a good
workout.
Answer: Pilates mat
Reframed Task 5: Generate both questions and answers
Question 1: The trophy does not fit the brown suitcase because _ is large.
Answer 1: Trophy
Question 2: The trophy does not fit the brown suitcase because _ is small.
Answer 2: Suitcase
<other similar examples>
Question 1: I’ve been using my fitness tracker to monitor my progress with Pilates mat because _ is a good way to keep
track.
Answer 1: Fitness tracker
Question 2: I’ve been using my fitness tracker to monitor my progress with Pilates mat because _ is a good workout.
Answer 2: Pilates mat

Table 15: Examples of Decomposition Reframed instructions. Italicized text represents the instructions. GPT3-
instruct’s response to the raw and reframed instructions are indicated with red and blue markings, respectively.
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Raw task definitions, their RESTRAINING REFRAMED counterparts and GPT3-instruct output

Raw Task: This task involves annotating the answer type to a given question that involve some kind of complex reasoning
(including numerical reasoning). Note that the questions require looking at more than one part of the passage to answer.
There are 3 possible answer types (i) spans, (ii) numbers and (iii) dates. If the answer can be found in the passage, label
it as "span". If the answer is a number, label as "number". Similarly, label "date" if you think the answer to the given
question is a date.
Passage: The outbreak of the Seven Years’ War in Europe in 1756 resulted in renewed conflict between French and
British forces in India. The Third Carnatic War spread beyond southern India and into Bengal where British forces
captured the French settlement of Chandernagore in 1757. However, the war was decided in the south, where the British
successfully defended Madras, and Sir Eyre Coote decisively defeated the French, commanded by Comte de Lally at the
Battle of Wandiwash in 1760. After Wandiwash, the French capital of Pondicherry fell to the British in 1761. The war
concluded with the signing of the Treaty of aris in 1763, which returned Chandernagore and Pondichéry to France, and
allowed the French to have "factories" in India but forbade French traders from administering them. The French agreed
to support British client governments, thus ending French ambitions of an Indian empire and making the British the
dominant foreign power in India.
Question: How many years did the British fight with the French before signing the Treaty of Paris?
Answer: The British fought with the French for at least 7 years before signing the Treaty of Paris in 1763.

Reframed Task: This task involves annotating the answer type to a given question that involve some kind of complex
reasoning (including numerical reasoning). Note that the questions require looking at more than one part of the passage
to answer. There are 3 possible answer types (i) spans, (ii) numbers and (iii) dates. If the answer can be found in the
passage, label it as "span". If the answer is a number, label as "number". Similarly, label "date" if you think the answer
to the given question is a date.
Passage: The outbreak of the Seven Years’ War in Europe in 1756 resulted in renewed conflict between French and
British forces in India. The Third Carnatic War spread beyond southern India and into Bengal where British forces
captured the French settlement of Chandernagore in 1757. However, the war was decided in the south, where the British
successfully defended Madras, and Sir Eyre Coote decisively defeated the French, commanded by Comte de Lally at the
Battle of Wandiwash in 1760. After Wandiwash, the French capital of Pondicherry fell to the British in 1761. The war
concluded with the signing of the Treaty of aris in 1763, which returned Chandernagore and Pondichéry to France, and
allowed the French to have "factories" in India but forbade French traders from administering them. The French agreed
to support British client governments, thus ending French ambitions of an Indian empire and making the British the
dominant foreign power in India.
Question: How many years did the British fight with the French before signing the Treaty of Paris?
Answer either Number, Date or Span based on the answer type.
Answer: Number.

Raw Task: This task involves annotating the answer type to a given question that involve some kind of complex reasoning
(including numerical reasoning). Note that the questions require looking at more than one part of the passage to answer.
There are 3 possible answer types (i) spans, (ii) numbers and (iii) dates. If the answer can be found in the passage, label
it as "span". If the answer is a number, label as "number". Similarly, label "date" if you think the answer to the given
question is a date.
Passage: From 1975, Flavin installed permanent works in Europe and the United States, including "Untitled".In
memory of Urs Graf" at the Kunstmuseum Basel (conceived 1972, realized 1975) ; the Kröller-Müller Museum, Otterlo,
Netherlands (1977); Hudson River Museum, Yonkers, New York (1979); United States Courthouse, Anchorage, Alaska
(1979-89); the Staatliche Kunsthalle Baden-Baden, Germany (1989); the lobby of the MetroTech Center (with Skidmore,
Owings & Merrill), Brooklyn, New York (1992); seven lampposts outside the Städtische Galerie im Lenbachhaus, Munich
(1994); Hypovereinsbank, Munich (1995); Institut Arbeit und Technik/Wissenschaftspark, Gelsenkirchen, Germany
(1996); and the Union Bank of Switzerland, Bern (1996) . Additional sites for Flavins architectural "interventions"
became the Grand Central Station in New York (1976) , Hamburger Bahnhof in Berlin (1996), and the Chinati Foundation
in Marfa, Texas (2000). His large-scale work in colored fluorescent light for six buildings at the Chinati Foundation was
initiated in the early 1980s, although the final plans were not completed until 1996. His last artwork was a site-specific
art at Santa Maria Annunciata in Chiesa Rossa, Milan, Italy. The 1930s church was designed by Giovanni Muzio. The
design for the piece was completed two days before Flavins death on November 29, 1996. Its installation was completed
one year later with the assistance of the Dia Art Foundation and Fondazione Prada.
Question: When did the installation of Santa Maria Annunciata complete?
Answer: 1996

Reframed Task: This task involves annotating the answer type to a given question that involve some kind of complex
reasoning (including numerical reasoning). Note that the questions require looking at more than one part of the passage
to answer. There are 3 possible answer types (i) spans, (ii) numbers and (iii) dates. If the answer can be found in the
passage, label it as "span". If the answer is a number, label as "number". Similarly, label "date" if you think the answer
to the given question is a date.
Passage: <same as the previous example>
Question: When did the installation of Santa Maria Annunciata complete?
Answer either Number, Date or Span based on the answer type.
Answer: Span

Table 16: Examples of Restraining Reframed instructions. Italicized text represents the instructions. GPT3-
instruct’s response to the raw and reframed instructions are indicated with red and blue markings, respectively.
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Raw task definitions for tasks requiring RESTRAINING REFRAMING

Raw Task: Answer an incorrect answer to the given question
Question: What is the captial of US?
Answer: Washington
Washington is the capital of the United States of America.

Reframed Task: Answer an incorrect answer to the given question
Question: What is the captial of US?
Answer a city that is not capital of US.
Answer: New York

Raw Task: Generate the language of the following text.
Question: What is the captial of US?
Answer: Answer: Washington, D.C.
What is the capital of the US?
Washington, D.C.

Reframed Task: Generate the language of the following text.
Question: What is the captial of US?
Is the language English, Spanish, Geman or any other language?
Question: When did the installation of Santa Maria Annunciata complete?
Answer: English

Raw Task: Generate the sentence number in the paragraph that contains answer to the given question
Paragraph- Sent 1: A Republican bid to keep the government open past Friday includes no new money for the
construction of a border wall along the U.S.-Mexico border, according to several congressional aides familiar with
ongoing talks. Sent 2: GOP leaders submitted the new offer Tuesday afternoon in an effort to appease Democrats,
whose votes are needed to avert a shutdown of federal agencies, several House and Senate aides said. Sent 3: However,
Republicans also insisted on increases in border security and defense spending, including money to repair existing
fencing and new surveillance technology to patrol the nearly 2,000-mile border. Sent 4: Democrats have indicated that
they would support such appropriations so long as no money goes toward an actual wall.
Question: Who has to be appeased to keep the government open?
Answer: Democrats have indicated that they would support such appropriations so long as no money goes toward an
actual wall.

Reframed Task:
Paragraph- Sent 1: A Republican bid to keep the government open past Friday includes no new money for the
construction of a border wall along the U.S.-Mexico border, according to several congressional aides familiar with
ongoing talks. Sent 2: GOP leaders submitted the new offer Tuesday afternoon in an effort to appease Democrats,
whose votes are needed to avert a shutdown of federal agencies, several House and Senate aides said. Sent 3: However,
Republicans also insisted on increases in border security and defense spending, including money to repair existing
fencing and new surveillance technology to patrol the nearly 2,000-mile border. Sent 4: Democrats have indicated that
they would support such appropriations so long as no money goes toward an actual wall.
Question: Who has to be appeased to keep the government open? Generate the sentence number in the paragraph that
contains answer to the given question
Generate the sentence number in the paragraph that contains answer to the given question
Answer: Sent 2

Table 17: Examples of Restraining Reframed instructions. Italicized text represents the instructions. GPT3-
instruct’s response to the raw and reframed instructions are indicated with red and blue markings, respectively.
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Raw task definitions, their SPECIALIZATION REFRAMED counterparts and GPT3-instruct output

Raw Task: Answer the following question.
Father’s age is 70 years. What could be the son’s age? (i) 71 (ii) 72 (iii) 40 (iv) 102?
Note that a son’s age is always lower than father’s age.
Answer: In the given problem the father’s age is 70 years. So, the son’s age can be either less than 70 years or 70 years.
Since the given age is less than 70 years, the son’s age is 71 years.

Select the correct answer among the options provided for the following question. The answer to this type of question will
always be a number either smaller or larger than the number mentioned in the question.
Father’s age is 70 years. What could be the son’s age? (i) 71 (ii) 72 (iii) 40 (iv) 102?
Note that a son’s age is always lower than father’s age.
Answer: (iii) 40

Raw Task: Answer the following question.
Context: Birds are good at flying. However, in the movie, none of the birds could fly. Surprisingly, tigers could fly.
Question: In the movie, who can fly (i) birds or (ii) tigers
Answer: (i) Birds

Reframed Task: Answer the following question only based on the information provided in the context.
Context: Birds are good at flying. However, in the movie, none of the birds could fly. Surprisingly, tigers could fly.
Question: In the movie, who can fly (i) birds or (ii) tigers
Answer: None of the birds could fly. Surprisingly, tigers could fly.

Raw Task: Answer the following question.
Passage: Hoping to rebound from their loss to the Patriots, the Raiders stayed at home for a Week 16 duel with the
Houston Texans. Oakland would get the early lead in the first quarter as quarterback JaMarcus Russell completed a
20-yard touchdown pass to rookie wide receiver Chaz Schilens. The Texans would respond with fullback Vonta Leach
getting a 1-yard touchdown run, yet the Raiders would answer with kicker Sebastian Janikowski getting a 33-yard and a
30-yard field goal. Houston would tie the game in the second quarter with kicker Kris Brown getting a 53-yard and a
24-yard field goal. Oakland would take the lead in the third quarter with wide receiver Johnnie Lee Higgins catching
a 29-yard touchdown pass from Russell, followed up by an 80-yard punt return for a touchdown. The Texans tried to
rally in the fourth quarter as Brown nailed a 40-yard field goal, yet the Raiders’ defense would shut down any possible
attempt.
Answer: The Texans would tie the game in the second quarter with kicker Kris Brown getting a 53-yard and a 24-yard
field goal.

Reframed Task: Calculate the answer to the given question. You need to perform addition, subtraction or counting
operation.
Passage: Hoping to rebound from their loss to the Patriots, the Raiders stayed at home for a Week 16 duel with the
Houston Texans. Oakland would get the early lead in the first quarter as quarterback JaMarcus Russell completed a
20-yard touchdown pass to rookie wide receiver Chaz Schilens. The Texans would respond with fullback Vonta Leach
getting a 1-yard touchdown run, yet the Raiders would answer with kicker Sebastian Janikowski getting a 33-yard and a
30-yard field goal. Houston would tie the game in the second quarter with kicker Kris Brown getting a 53-yard and a
24-yard field goal. Oakland would take the lead in the third quarter with wide receiver Johnnie Lee Higgins catching
a 29-yard touchdown pass from Russell, followed up by an 80-yard punt return for a touchdown. The Texans tried to
rally in the fourth quarter as Brown nailed a 40-yard field goal, yet the Raiders’ defense would shut down any possible
attempt.
Answer: 4

Table 18: Examples of Specialization Reframed instructions. Italicized text represents the instructions. GPT3-
instruct’s response to the raw and reframed instructions are indicated with red and blue markings, respectively.
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